Data Sheet

Cincom® MANTIS® and
Cincom® AD/Advantage®
Benefits Realized
Quantitative
• Reduced development costs as well
as the time and expense involved in
programming, maintenance and training

MANTIS Concepts
and Facilities

Qualitative
• System designer
- Better define user requirements
- Arrive at the best system design
- Model solutions to complex problems
• Programmer
- Structured programming
- Reusable building blocks (components)
- Independence from
operating environment
- Interactive programming
• End-users
- Accurate definition of business needs
- Rapid delivery of business solutions
that meet their needs
- Less-complex implementation
• All users
– Improved quality control

This document describes the MANTIS application development platform
and introduces some of its key facilities and features. For a complete
description and instructions on the use of all MANTIS facilities and
features, refer to the MANTIS documentation set, which is available on
CD free of charge to all licensed MANTIS users. Contact us at
mantis@cincom.com to request a documentation CD.
MANTIS is a hybrid application development platform that uses
best-of-breed technologies for:
• Prototyping
• Deployment of business applications across all major computing platforms
(Android™, iOS, OS X®, Windows®, Linux, UNIX, zSeries and Open VMS)
• Scripting for business process definition
• Object-oriented presentation layers

What is MANTIS Studio?
MANTIS Studio coordinates all of the facilities and
capabilities of MANTIS into one easy-to-use, graphical
environment, through the use of the Eclipse open source
community. Eclipse is a publicly available, Integrated
Development Environment (IDE) that is described at
www.eclipse.org. MANTIS uses the Luna build of Eclipse,
which includes improvements to the user interface and
navigation, as well as new features such as Split Editors and
optimized support for multi-monitor setups.

Developers who are familiar with Eclipse will be familiar with
the most basic usage of MANTIS. For example, MANTIS, by
way of MANTIS Studio, provides wizards, each of which is a
sequence of dialog boxes that elicit input. The developer’s
input is then used to automate many aspects of the
development process. As an aid to developer productivity,
wizards can be used to:
• Set up folders to contain source code
• Generate source code, web pages and forms
• Assist with other parts of the development process

Integrated Debugger
MANTIS Studio includes a debugger that enables you to
detect and diagnose errors in your programs running either
locally or remotely.
The debugger allows you to control the execution of your
program by setting breakpoints, stepping through your
code and examining the contents of variables.
The debugger has a client/server design so that you can
debug programs running remotely on other systems in the
network as well as programs running locally on your
workstation. The debug client runs inside the workbench on
your workstation. The debugger server runs on the same
system as the program you want to debug. This could be a
program launched on your workstation (local debugging) or
a program started on a computer that is accessible through
a network (remote debugging).

MANTIS Design Facilities
MANTIS design facilities consist of a series of editors that
allow you to create/maintain programs, screens and other
application objects. Once a program, screen, interface or
file object is created, it is immediately available for use and
review. The real-time nature of the MANTIS environment
eliminates the need for precompiling, compiling, binding
and other activities that are normally associated with
compiler-based application development.

Process Design
Business and operational processes are captured in
MANTIS program objects. The Process Design Editor
enables you to create, maintain, view, edit and print your
business processes. The easy-to-use Process Design Editor
allows you to create or modify business rules “on the fly”
and test their operation within the context of your
application. Since MANTIS applications are immediately
executable, end-users can provide immediate feedback on
the “correctness” of the newly created business logic.

When you use the MANTIS Studio screen editor to create or
edit a screen (.MSCRN) file, for each MANTIS field that you
define, you can now select a widget type in the new Widget
Type drop-down list. At runtime, the MANTIS Web interface
will display this widget for the MANTIS field, and the user will
use the widget to populate the MANTIS field. Also, you can
use CSS-style layouts and themes with MANTIS Web.

File Design
File Design Editors enable you to create, maintain, view and
print new file definitions. File definitions include profile,
layout and field entries for use by MANTIS applications.
MANTIS internal files can be quickly defined for use in the
initial application design. Internal files are local to the
MANTIS Runtime Repository and are quick and easy to
implement and put into use. Once the initial application is
deemed ready, the MANTIS internal file object can be quickly
converted to an external file or SQL table for production use.

Help/Prompter Design
Form Design
The Screen Design Editors enable you to create and
maintain forms for end-user display. They are used to create
both Graphical User Interfaces (GUIs) that support
web-based XML data containers for HTML browser-based
end-user presentation and fixed-format screen designs for
character terminals known as Terminal User Interfaces (TUI).
The Screen Design Editors are also used to create XML data
container forms that can be used for inter-application
communication or network communication outside of the
application. The form interfaces—either GUI, TUI or
XML—are immediately available for viewing (or use) by the
application program being created or maintained.

The Prompter Design Editor enables you to create and
maintain “prompts” or “HELP” text for your applications in
the MANTIS Runtime Repository. The MANTIS PROMPT
statement (a MANTIS program object) is used to display
programmatically controlled “HELP” messages.

Interface Design
MANTIS interfaces are data containers and layouts used for
communication with other application components within the
local MANTIS system or with application systems outside the
MANTIS environment on the same platform. The Interface
Design Editor enables you to design, save and update these
interface definitions. Interfaces are ready for immediate use in
inter-application communications once they have been saved.

MANTIS Menu Support

Web Services via WSDL

The new MantisMenu menu type is now the default. Highly
customizable, it was developed specifically for MANTIS to
transform HTML unordered lists into menus.

MANTIS provides an easy-to-use WSDL Design Facility that
enables you to define a web service from your MANTIS
programs and screens. By automating Web Services
Description Language (WSDL) generation, you can package
your MANTIS business processes as services for easy
interaction with other Service Oriented Architecture (SOA)
enabled participants.

Flow Tab
The new Flow tab shows a MANTIS program's logic flow,
which is useful when you review unfamiliar code. It displays
a diagram with labeled symbols for each program
statement and connecting arrows showing logic flow.

Web-based Applications
The easy-to-use, high-level, MANTIS language along with
its intuitive Design Editors facilitate rapid, web-based
application design and deployment. MANTIS web-based
applications can enhance your organization’s productivity
and efficiency. With MANTIS web-based applications, you
can access your business information from anywhere in the
world at any time. MANTIS web-based applications are easy
to use and can be implemented without interrupting your
existing work process.

XML Support
MANTIS provides automatic XML data formatting support at
the MANTIS Runtime level, allowing you to develop
web-based applications and allowing your non-web-based
applications to be web-enabled with very little effort.
MANTIS uses XML and other open standards as well as other
open source tools to provide “best-of-breed” web access to
Cincom's proprietary MANTIS Runtime Environment.

Native XML
Native XML file views enable MANTIS developers to use the
MANTIS File Design Editor to create XML file descriptions.
MANTIS can then access a file in XML format as a native
MANTIS file, allowing input and output of XML-formatted data.

Additional Capabilities
MANTIS also provides the following capabilities for creating,
testing, debugging and deploying commercial-quality
business applications.

SQL Usage
MANTIS allows you to directly embed SQL statements in the
program object of your business process. Using direct SQL
statements in your business process allows programmers to
use DBMS-supplied tools to create SQL statements and then
use cut/paste techniques to insert the SQL statement into
the MANTIS application. As MANTIS encounters each SQL
statement, it transparently prepares it for execution and then
executes it on the target database. Programmer productivity
is enhanced because MANTIS can execute the SQL
statements immediately, without needing a preprocessor,
and results are immediately available for review and testing.

Object Transformations
MANTIS Entity Transformers eliminate the need to manually
duplicate object definitions used for your business process,
saving time and ensuring consistent definitions across
multiple objects/entities. ET can transform a single MANTIS
source object (e.g., a file object) into a single target
MANTIS object (e.g., a display object). ET can also merge
multiple source objects into a single target object (e.g.,
multiple file objects merged into a single display).
Transformed entities are ready for immediate use in your
business processes.

MANTIS Repository Search Facility
The MANTIS Repository Search Facility (MSF) enables you
to search the MANTIS Runtime Repository to locate entries
that match the supplied search criteria. MSF searches any or
all MANTIS objects (programs, screens, file designs,
interface designs, prompters and database file views) in the
MANTIS repository, looking at the byte code format, to
locate matches for the search criteria. MSF boosts your
organization's application maintenance development
productivity by giving you the essential byte code search
tool for locating specific MANTIS entities that require your
attention throughout your application portfolio’s lifecycle.

WebSphere MQ
MANTIS WebSphere MQ adds support for IBM's MQSeries
messaging system. This feature enables MANTIS
applications to send and receive MQSeries messages from
any local or remote machine that supports MQSeries.
MANTIS WebSphere MQ allows you to easily exchange
information across different platforms, integrating new and
existing business applications.

Prototyping
MANTIS provides an extremely powerful process design
capability. The easy-to-use, English-like MANTIS language
and its interpretive processing minimize the time and cost
of designing and implementing systems since there is no
time-consuming compile or links needed to create an
executable program. Developers can use the MANTIS
prototyping capability to implement multiple discrete
business processes that save development time and break
the development task into discrete, simple units of work
that can facilitate efficient project management and
increased productivity.

New webapp.properties Parameters

MANTIS Messages and Codes Guide

New webapp.properties parameters allow you to specify
whether the dynamic LESS runtime compiler is turned on
(useful for testing during the development process) and
whether Legacy Mode is turned on (a cosmetic setting that
causes MANTIS Web to use an earlier, pre-3.4.01 and 6.4.01,
legacy-style screen presentation. The parameters also allow
you to specify the name of the file upload directory (where
you send files, using the File_Input widget or similar HTML
file-upload tools).

Help is available in searchable HTML format as well as PDF.

MANTIS Language Block Comments
Block commenting of code is available as well as
single-line commenting.

Documentation
All documentation is available in HTML help format and is
accessible and searchable from the MANTIS Studio Help
menu. MANTIS Web Tutorials are now in HTML help format
as well as PDF. The new MANTIS Server Project Guide
describes how to use MANTIS Studio to create and work
with each of the supported file types.

Platform and Data Neutrality
Multiple Platform Support
From the outset, MANTIS has been designed to be
portable across computing environments. If your
environment changes (e.g., from mainframe z/OS to a Linux
Server), MANTIS objects can be rapidly and easily ported to
the new platform with little or no changes required.
MANTIS is available for most of today’s commercial
computing environments, including: mainframe z/OS,
mainframe VSE, most UNIX platforms, most Linux platforms,
OpenVMS and Windows Server®.

Supported Platforms:

Application Servers Supported by MANTIS
Oracle AS (OAS) 10g, Release 2 (10.1.2) and above
WebSphere Application Server (WAS), Release 6.0
and above
Apache Tomcat, Version 5.5 and above
JBOSS, Release 4.0 and above
BEA WebLogic, Release 8.1.4 and above

Unlimited Data Access
MANTIS provides high-level support for most of the
popular database management systems and most
commercially available file systems, including:

Hardware

Operating system(s)

Smart devices via browser

Internet

Touchscreen mobile
devices

Android version 3.1 and
above, Apple® iOS

Alpha

OpenVMS

HP

HP/UX

DB2

Intel

SCO, UNIXWARE, Linux-Red
Hat, Linux, Ubuntu, Windows
Server, Windows XP/7/8

Oracle

Itanium

OpenVMS

Mac®

OS X®

RS/6000

AIX

SPARC

Solaris, SunOS

zSeries

SUSE Linux

Databases

SUPRA® Server PDM –
Cincom's hierarchical database
management system
SUPRA Server SQL – Cincom's relational
database management system

Rdb
MS SQL Server®
SQLite
Any database with an ODBC Driver
File systems

VSAM
RMS
C-ISAM
M-ISAM

Supported Platforms for Interoperating
MANTIS Systems
Operating system(s)
zSeries

Native Sequential
Message-oriented
middleware

WebSphere MQ

z/OS, z/VM, z/VSE, VSE/ESA
All file and database specifications are maintained outside
of the MANTIS program. This insulates the programs from
physical data structures, providing an exceptional level of
data independence. Regardless of which file or database
technique is used, MANTIS programs have access to files
and data using only four access verbs: GET, INSERT,
UPDATE and DELETE or via industry-standard SQL.
MANTIS also provides special interface routines that make
it easy for MANTIS applications to access any database
structure or file organization, so you can continue to use the
existing data structure that you’ve already invested in and
have become so familiar with.

About Cincom
Since 1968, Cincom has helped thousands of clients
worldwide by solving complex business problems with its
software and services. For more information about Cincom’s
products and services, contact Cincom at 1-800-2CINCOM
(USA only), send an email to info@cincom.com or visit the
company’s website at www.cincom.com.
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